<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BHC Shadowing Note Sheet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use this sheet to record your observations and opinions when you shadow a PCP/RN. If invited, you can share the results of your observations with the PCP/RN at the end of the shadowing period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHC? Who is being shadowed?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Patient 1**

- Identified Problem for Visit: 
- Other problems noted in visit: 
- Problems BHC could assist with: 
- Potential benefits of BHC involvement: Patient 
- Potential benefits of BHC involvement: PCP 

**Patient 2**

- Identified Problem for Visit: 
- Other problems noted in visit: 
- Problems BHC could assist with: 
- Potential benefits of BHC involvement: Patient 
- Potential benefits of BHC involvement: PCP 

**Patient 3**

- Identified Problem for Visit: 
- Other problems noted in visit: 
- Problems BHC could assist with: 
- Potential benefits of BHC involvement: Patient 
- Potential benefits of BHC involvement: PCP 

**Patient 4**

- Identified Problem for Visit: 
- Other problems noted in visit: 
- Problems BHC could assist with: 
- Potential benefits of BHC involvement: Patient 
- Potential benefits of BHC involvement: PCP 

**Patient 5**

- Identified Problem for Visit: 
- Other problems noted in visit: 
- Problems BHC could assist with: 
- Potential benefits of BHC involvement: Patient 
- Potential benefits of BHC involvement: PCP 

*Figure 10.5. Example of a BHC shadowing note sheet.*